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Abstract: The significance of cybersecurity in the domain of Information Technology cannot be overstated. The safeguarding of information has emerged as a formidable challenge in contemporary times. The proliferation of cyber-crimes has become a major concern, prompting governments and corporations to adopt numerous measures to prevent them. Despite these efforts, cybersecurity remains a pressing issue for many. This paper primarily concentrates on the challenges encountered by Cyber Security in the context of cutting-edge technologies. It also delves into the latest Cyber Security techniques, ethical considerations, and trends that are transforming the landscape of Cyber Security.
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1. Introduction

Today man is able to pass or receive information in many different ways but the major way the information is being passed is through the internet. Did anyone think how securely his information is being transferred via the internet? Because the internet is highly surrounded by trackers and hackers, they may misuse our information for illegal purposes which could push us into many troubles and also put an end to our career[1]. But, the answer to these problems could be cyber security. Today the Internet is one of the most successful & fast-growing domains in the world but, we all know that the larger a domain is the more problems it must deal with. Today more than 60% of commercial transactions are done online. So, this field requires high quality and security for transparent and efficient transactions. Cyber security is not limited only to IT industries but also to many applications

Cyber security is not limited only to IT industries but also to many applications like power sector, Telecommunications, Broadband networks, Space communications, etc., Even modern technologies like network banking, cloud computing, and e-commerce, also require a high level of security. These technologies hold up the crucial data of users and financial secrets. Enhancing cyber security protocols is essential for the nation’s infrastructure and economics. Making a safer and sustainable development in every aspect of the internet.

Today many nations have passed strict laws for cyber security to prevent the loss of important information and assets. Also, every individual must be trained and aware to protect themselves from cybercrimes.

2. Cyber Security

Privacy and Secrecy of user information and data are given the top priority in every social networking platform data that is collected and stored in binary form also known as cyber form. This is where the true play starts, Cyber-criminals try to steal the data and use it in criminal activities, this is the place where cyber security plays a key role. Not only in social networking but also in net banking cyber security is required to prevent cyber-crimes[2]. There are several effective approaches to cyber security.

2.1 User data protection:

- Using strong passwords and biometrics for accessing data is must to be done thing.
- Frequent password changes will also ensure the updated security.
- Multi-step authentication for accessing data will be an extra layer of protection for data.

2.2 Malware prevention:

- Ensuring regular anti-malware scans will create a safer domain from cyber-attacks.
- Using secure and end-to-end encrypted software will deny access to third-party tracking.
- Ensure to use of regularly updated software will prevent malware attacks.

2.3 Using safer devices:

- Outdated devices with unpatched OS that no longer receive security updates need to be replaced with new ones.
- Blocking up tracking in web browsers.
- Using anti-virus software will ensure device safety from cyber-attacks.
- Sharing of devices to unknowns and limited device access will ensure device security.

2.4 User awareness and knowledge:

- User must be aware of cyber-attacks.
- Usage of public Wi-Fi networks is risky, to prevent tracking VPN (virtual private network) software must be used.
- Users must have knowledge about networks and cyber-crimes.
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3. Cyber Crime

Cyber-crime is the term itself that indicates a criminal activity that means an attack on the internet. The aim of cyber-crime is to steal data and use it for illegal activities. Cyber-crime is only possible from computers, malicious software, tracking bugs, and computer viruses. This type of cyber-crime is mainly identified for the use of bullying, theft, stalking, and terrorism. It has become a major problem for many nations and civilians who are using the internet.

The cyber-crime rate is increasing drastically day by day. Almost all the fields that can be accessed via the internet are experiencing cyber-attacks. The main base platform for all these activities is deep web and dark web. Most of the cyber-attacks that are made are done from this deep and dark web.

3.1 Statements

- During the first quarter of 2023, India's average weekly attacks increased by 18% in comparison to the year 2022 [7].
- Global weekly attacks increased by 7% in the first quarter compared to last year, on average each organization is facing an average of 1,248 attacks per week.
- The education and research sectors faced the highest number of cyber-attacks an average of 2,507 per week, i.e., a 15% increase in cyber-attacks.

3.2 Types of Cyber-Attacks

1) Malware: Malware or malicious software can be a program or file that is harmful to the network, computer, or server. There are types included in malware.
   - Computer virus
   - Worms
   - Trojan horse
   - Ransomware
   - Spyware

2) Denial-of-Service (DoS): A denial-of-service is a cyberattack on devices like networks, computers that create gateway problems to the users.

3) Phishing: Phishing is a type of cybersecurity attack during which malicious mails or messages are send to targets pretending to be a trusted entity. This manipulates the users get trapped in cyber-attack.

4) Identity-based attacks: This type of specific identity-based attacks is done by mostly trackers that mostly know about user and who track our daily use.

5) Spoofing: Spoofing is a method to gain important or sensitive information from user by pretending to be a genuine customer service. Cyber-attacks most commonly done by this spoofing technique.

6) Insider threats: Insider threats are mostly from a person who has the access to the systems from the same organization’s resources. Who wants to harm an organization for his profits

7) IoT-based attacks: An IoT-based attack is a malicious attempt to exploit bugs through internet-connected devices to collect sensitive information of users.

8) Code injection attacks: The code injection technique is a cyber-attack via malicious codes in the system that runs in the back and suspiciously collects the user's data.

3.3 Need for Cyber-Security

To maintain confidentiality, integrity and availability of data to intended user we need cyber security to project from attackers.

![Figure 1: Pillars for Cyber-security](image)

1) Confidentiality: (Data must be confidential) principle of confidentiality states that data can be only managed or edited by trusted authority.

2) Integrity: (Data should be intact) principle of integrity states that data can be only altered or added by only a trusted authority.

3) Availability: (Data must be available) principle states that data must be only available and accessed by admin or authority.

4. Latest Trend in Cyber Security

The digital revolution over all the small to large scale organizations and even some government organizations are dependent on computerized systems to manage their activities and to pass or receive the information across the whole organization and if required to communicate with others. Thus, setting a primary target for cyber-security to protect the stored data in systems from being attacked by cyber-attacks. Continuous change and growth in technology will cause modern problems for those problems we require modern solutions. Like advanced security systems etc., this does ensure better and secure data protection. There are some latest trends in cyber-security.

4.1 Real-time data monitoring

Real-time data monitoring is an important security measure that always monitors the data that is being received and ensures that data doesn't have any bugs that could mislead the information that is being passed. Also detects suspicious data and alerts the administrator or the user. This is how real-time data monitoring works.
4.2 Multi-factor authentication

Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a security measure that adds an additional layer of security to user data. Which can be accessed via only a user password or biometric authentication. This will reduce the risk of cyber-attacks [4].

4.3 Data end-to-end encryption

E2EE encryption is one of the most reliable and handy ways to transfer data without being affected by cyber-attacks on this data, The that is being transferred is unreadable but only the receiver can.

4.4 Zero trust architecture

Zero trust architecture requires strict identity verification for every person and device that tries to access the data. In this model of architecture, the single authorizer ID is set as a trusted ID and only he can access the systems and one can access those systems even if they are from the same sector or organization. There should be Policy Based Access Control (PBAC), Role Based Access Control (RBAC) or Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) system.

4.5 Cloud security

Cloud computing has become one of the important parts of every organization and sector but also introduced some cloud-security challenges. With the use of multi-factor authentication, end-to-end encryption, and user access control those security challenges are under control.

4.6 Blockchain

Blockchain is a type of data storing technique that stores the data in blocks and connects like a chain that can be only viewed but can’t be edited or manipulated. This results in a lower chance of cyber-attacks on user data.

5. Advanced Techniques Used for Cyber Security

5.1 Artificial intelligence (AI) and Machine learning (ML)

Artificial intelligence and machine learning are revolutionary technologies in cyber-security, these technologies analyze the data learn from data patterns, and make predictions for potential threats. Through this expert can predict the threats accurately [6].

5.2 DS and IPS

IDS refers to an intrusion detection system. An IDS detects the monitor's intrusions and it requires human or automated assistance whether to proceed with the task or to reject it. IPS refers to an intrusion prevention system. IPS can accept or reject third-party packages depending upon the work pattern and analysis.

5.3 Behavioral analytics

This technique is most widely used in social media platforms to detect user’s usage patterns. This type of technique is used to detect real-time potential threats and inform the user about threats [5].

6. Cyber Ethics

Cyberethics refers to propagating good behavior, online that is not harsh or rude. Cyberethics governs rules that individuals must be polite and responsible when they use the internet. Cyberethics aim to protect the moral, financial, social behavior of individuals. Cyberethics engages the users to use the internet safely and use technology responsibly and sensibly. Cyberethics emphasizes the behavior that must be adopted while using cyber technology [3].

Cyber Ethics focuses on the following
- Privacy
- IPR (Intellectual property rights)
- Security
- Accuracy of content

7. Conclusion

Cyber Security is a journey and not a destination. Cyber security is a vast and complex topic that is becoming more important because the world is becoming highly interconnected, with networks being used to carry out important transactions. Cyber crime continues to diverge as technology keeps updating day by day. With new cyber tools and threat challenges for the organization. But we need to try the best possible ways to stop cyber-crimes to have a safe and secure technology.
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